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Design 1.365 meter 
below ground

LKAB invited us to visit their mine in 
Kiruna - the world‘s largest under-
ground iron ore mine.
For more information about our research 
trip check out the video on vimeo.

Umeå

Kiruna

Autoloader_Haultec  |  Research

production drilling
-1.045 m

https://vimeo.com/112481735

workshop
-775 m

safety room
-1.365 m

control center
on ground

interviews
on ground

That‘s me



analyzing mining 
process and tools

brainstorming
on concepts

visual social 
persona diagram

identifying user
characteristica

Visual social 
persona diagram

Analyzing and structuring material from field trip

_Knowledge about  
_mining process / vehicles / tools
_LKAB Stakeholder analysis
_LKAB strategy
_Atlas Copco strategy
_Identifying user characteristics, persona
_Trends (Social, Environmental, Technical)

Prioritizing in multiple iterations

Personal review 
of all material

Scenario role play 

        Design Process | Autoloader_Haultec

Brainstorming on 
concepts  

Most potential
design fields



Loading

Dumping

Haul

Return

The shorter that cycle is, the lower the cost  per 
ton gets. There is a lot of potential in reducing the 

haul and return times to increase the efficency.

How could we eliminate the 
haul and return time?

Load-Haul-Dumping
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Separating the loading from 
hauling and dumping

Load

autonomous loading machine

Haul and Dump

several autonomous trailers

Break

splitting big rocks

Concept  |  Autoloader_Haultec



bucket capacity:       32 t  (4 m3)

cycle time:                 4 min  00 sec

loading:          0 min   15 sec

hauling, dumping, returning:      3 min   45 sec

wagon capacity:      32 t  (4 m3)

cycle time:        5 min 15 sec

loading:        1 min   00 sec

+ 50 % rock-split-factor            1 min   30 sec

hauling, dumping, returning:      3 min   45 sec

Loader output: 

4 m3 / min

Stationary Loader  +  Wagons

8 t / min 21,3 t / min

Load-Haul-Dump
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Increasing efficiency and flexibilty
by dividing the workload



     

transport on level

hauling & dumping

transport to
surface

long-distance transport

Integrated System
These automated wagons could be 
used all over the mine and can 
adapt to different situations and 
mine layouts. 
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automated operation/navigation

information exchange

self-organizing

redundancy („back up“)

battery-powered

inductive charging

Concpet  |  Autoloader_Haultec

Collective Cognitive 
Haul-Dump Wagons



Technical Package

LEGO® Mock-Ups

Sketching +
Photoshop rendering

Final Design

Concept

CAD modelling

Model making



A flexible, efficient and economic system 
for underground mining.

Autoloader // Haultec



cable rail + cable

rail (rubber cover)

When the loader drives into 
the drift and unwinds the 
cable, the rail will keep the 
cable in a certain distance to 
the loader. The cable will be 
placed on the tunnels edges 

and is protected.

conveyer belt (2x)

boom

rake
shovel

rail + cover
rock breaker
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11.993
7.109
4.997
2.500

Sandvik LH 621
Atlas Copco Scooptram ST-2G
Autoloader
Haultec

To shrink the vehicle, the boom arm slides on 
the rail to the back of the loader, and the front 
conveyor belt slides on top of the second one. 
The loader is decreasing to a minimum length to 

have a low turning radius. 
For the narrow tunnels that is a crucial factor.

Compare the size of the Autoloader and the 
Haultec wagon to regular LDHs.
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filler and sandinglaser cutting defining form by hand
Producing all laser cut parts from either 

MDF boards or plexiglass
Manual production of all foam parts 

(lathing, cutting, sanding)
Filler and sanding
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paint preparations finalizing parts
Preparations for painting 

(mounting parts on sticks, mixing paing)
After the painting with the paint spray gun 

some parts needet manual correction

assembling
Putting the parts together, 

adding logos and graphics

Model making  |  Autoloader_Haultec



Paco LindoroAlex Liebert

Patricia Boeg-Jensen

Atlas Copco Atlas Copco

LKAB

Final presentation
Feedback

Scale model
1:20



A flexible, efficient and economic system 
for underground mining.
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